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Abstract. As of today, robots exhibit impressive agility but also pose
potential hazards to humans using/collaborating with them. Consequently,
safety is considered the most paramount factor in human-robot interaction
(HRI). This paper presents a multi-layered safety architecture, integrating
both physical and cognitive aspects for effective HRI. We outline critical
requirements for physical safety layers as service modules that can be arbi-
trarily queried. Further, we showcase an HRI scheme that addresses human
factors and perceived safety as high-level constraints on a validated impact
safety paradigm. The aim is to enable safety certification of human-friendly
robots across various HRI scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Human-friendly robots are distinguished by their ability to delicately react and
physically interact with the world through compliant hardware and adaptive con-
trollers [1]. However, despite significant advances in their tactile design, robots in
the real world are still hardly deployed for close collaborative tasks together with
humans. Among the many challenges facing real-world human-robot interaction
(HRI), physical safety is often considered the most pressing one. Moreover, in order
to be accepted and deployed in close and effective interaction with human users,
an intelligent robotic assistant must surpass the mere criteria of being contact-free
and stress-free, i.e., physically safe. A human-friendly robot is required to be grace-
fully safe (GS), which we define as both possessing and exhibiting a (i) feasible,
(ii) time-efficient, (iii) comfortable, and (iv) intuitive behaviour (i. e., perceived
to be natural by the human user/coworker), while simultaneously being always
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human-safe. The concept of graceful robot behaviour was originally introduced
in [2] as being safe, fast, comfortable, and intuitive. However, such gracefulness
should be further emphasized by ensuring safe robot behaviour in shared and
collaborative spaces with humans, ultimately allowing for safety certification. This
means the movements of the involved assistive robots should be physically as well as
psychologically safe while additionally considering the efficacy of the human-robot
team. Robots with such features are hereby termed gracefully safe robots.

Graceful robot navigation and reactive motion control strategies have been
gaining momentum recently, where they have been shown to directly influence the
quality and efficiency of HRI [3,4,5,6]. Nonetheless, to enable physical human-robot
interaction (pHRI) in real-world scenarios [7], safety standards are decisive [8]. They
govern the mechanical design, motion planning, and low-level control aspects of
human-friendly robots in both industrial and domestic/service spaces. To adhere to
these standards, a semi-automated, temporal logic-based risk analysis methodology
for collaborative robotic applications that relies on formal verification techniques
was introduced in [9]. Furthermore, fundamental research about collisions and their
consequences has received considerable attention from the robotics community.
Concerning the safety of physical contacts, unintended robot-to-human impact
scenarios are classified into five main contact scenarios [10]. Besides clamping in
the robot structure, these include free, constrained, partially constrained, and
secondary impacts. For scenarios involving desired contacts, such as hand-over
tasks, smooth minimal-jerk movements on the robot side are known to improve
the overall performance of the collaborative task with the human partner [11].
Moreover, jerky/oscillatory motions are typically uncomfortable or even hazardous
for people with specific conditions such as spinal cord injuries [2]. In addition to
physical integrity, the robot’s behaviour plays a critical role in psychological safety.
For instance, unexpected robot motion behaviours have been shown to trigger
involuntary motions of users as a reaction of startle and surprise [12]. In a similar
fashion, any changes to the underlying functional modes of the collaborative robot,
and consequently its applied motion commands, should be smooth to ensure that
the interaction is executed efficiently and pleasantly [13].

Even though many building blocks and features for safe HRI exist [3,4,5,6], all
these solutions still need to be integrated with recent concepts of graceful robot
motion. However, little attention is being paid to safety architectures that enable ad-
equate simultaneous treatment of gracefulness and human-friendliness requirements
of HRI scenarios. This work aims to fill this fundamental gap hampering real-world
HRI deployment. Herein, we propose a framework for gracefully safe robots, which
in addition to physical and psychological safety connected to graceful features,
addresses additional implementation hurdles [14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23] and
allows for further integration of other critical challenges (such as, e.g., scalable
integration, efficient coordination, dynamic mobile manipulation, optimal envi-
ronment perception/sensing, purposeful communication, risk assessment, and
decision making), as well as societal and ethical concerns (including data privacy
and personal security [24,25,26]).

2 Problem Statement and Contribution

As of today, a couple of solutions exist for different physical and cognitive safety
aspects of HRI [27,28,29,30,12,31,32]. However, fulfilling the strict safety require-
ments of collaborative robotic systems while maintaining adequate graceful and
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human-friendly behaviour is still a significant challenge that has yet to be fully over-
come. To tackle this, we define the gracefully safe (GS) behaviour for human-friendly
robots by adopting and reinterpreting the original definition of being graceful in
[2] as follows. Firstly, we clarified the safety requirement of the graceful robot
behaviour as being related to motion constraints. In other words, by safe in [2] it was
rather meant that the robot motion fulfills the governing constraints (i.e., feasible).
Secondly, we modified the gracefulness characteristic of being fast to time-efficient
since the involvement of human safety aspects may pose different objectives on the
human-robot collaborative task execution. Thirdly, as two characteristics of a grace-
ful robot behaviour (namely, being comfortable and intuitive to human users) are
inherent to perceived safety and acceptance, an independent comprehensive safety
framework can be employed to tackle those requirements. As a quid pro quo, the task
execution pipeline of the robot, which includes the motion controllers, motion plan-
ners, and task planners, must be reactive and adaptable, (i.e., capable of addressing
time constraints and additional costs imposed by human safety requirements).

Frameworks to achieve a GS behaviour, and further enable safety certification of
HRI applications, should be suitably designed to simultaneously integrate the most
prominent results concerning various physical and cognitive safety aspects from
one side with robot motion planning and low-level control on the other. In addition,
this synergy must be achieved as prescribed at the task planning and interaction
dynamics level, where safe performance trade-offs between being very conservative
towards safety or just-as-needed to improve the productivity of the interactive
task can also be incorporated. In this paper, we systematically tackle the central
missing link to overcome the aforementioned gaps by proposing a multi-layered
architecture for addressing safety aspects of human-friendly robots during HRI
scenarios in both industrial and domestic settings. Overall, the main contributions
of this article can be summarized as follows.
– Based on an extensive literature analysis of multiple HRI dimensions, we

distinguish between various physical and cognitive safety aspects that must
be simultaneously fulfilled by human-friendly robots during GS-HRI;

– We identify instantaneous inputs/outputs and resource requirements of each
physical safety layer;

– Further, we detail the impact safety layer, showing how it can be implemented
at the robot task planning and motion/control level. For this, we propose the
so-called Safety-as-a-Service service concept as an integrated multi-layered
architecture for comprehensive safety consideration in HRI;

– Finally, with the help of some initial integration results, we discuss how cogni-
tive safety layers can be implemented on top of the physical ones in the design
of GS-HRI.

3 Proposed Multi-layered HRI Safety Architecture

For HRI applications, safety and security are among the most critical dimensions
to consider. The term ’safety’ typically refers to potential physical harm, whereas
the term ’security’ broadly refers to many aspects related to health, well-being,
and aging [25]. Consequently, investigating safety aspects for graceful HRI requires
a multidisciplinary perspective. Typically, HRI safety aspects can be divided into
physical and perceived safety, with the latter being an under-addressed topic in
the robotics literature [33].
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We carried out a focused literature review to identify the following critical
physical and cognitive safety aspects, which must be simultaneously considered
by human-friendly robots for a GS-HRI

– Impact safety
– Acceptance

– Ergonomics
– Perceived safety

– Musculoskeletal safety
– Personalization

Based on that, we propose a multi-layered architecture for addressing safety
aspects in HRI scenarios in both industrial and service/domestic settings, see Fig. 1.

Physical safety layers 

Ethical, legal, communication security, data privacy aspects

Cognitive safety layers 

Personalization

Acceptance

Psychological/
Perceived safety

Ergonomics

Musculoskeletal
safety 

Anthropometric individualization, biomechanical/physiological features, ... 

Impact safety 

Industrial robotics

Service robotics

Fig. 1. HRI safety layers in industrial and service settings. On top of ethical, legal, and
security aspects, we distinguish between physical and cognitive safety layers; both are
subject to anthropomorphic personalization and various user-related customizations.

3.1 Identified safety layers for GS-HRI

Following an in-depth, focused literature review process, we identified the following
key physical and cognitive safety layers that altogether cover the main aspects
to be simultaneously considered for a gracefully safe and human-friendly robotic
behaviour during HRI.

Impact safety Since contact is unavoidable and even desired in many applica-
tions, several studies, mostly employing cadavers and other human surrogates in
addition to volunteers, have focused on understanding the pain thresholds and
injury mechanisms of several human body parts to delimit the injurious conditions
[34,35,36,37,38,39,40]. Important to notice is that most of the impact experiments
reported in the literature were typically conducted on human cadavers from older
adult subjects. For instance, Kent et al. [41] pointed out that overly large confi-
dence intervals are produced on injury risk assessments in impact studies done with
cadavers from older adults (as compared to those of young adults). Consequently,
several researchers tried to overcome this problem by investigating the effect of
age on the injury tolerance of humans and hence, developing some scaling laws [42].
Moreover, previous research has indicated that, on average, males experience less
bone loss and slower cortical thinning rate than females as they age [43,44]. Several
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biomechanical limits were proposed for the safety of robotic impact against hu-
mans, and the insights from biomechanical injury analysis were already imported
into robotics [45]. Furthermore, the theoretical concepts behind the proposed
pain/injury biomechanics-based paradigm have influenced many safety require-
ments stated in standardization documents such as EN ISO 13482 for personal care
robots [46], EN ISO 10218-1 and -2, as well as ISO/TS 15066 for industrial collab-
orative robots [47,48]. In addition to mitigating the involved human injury risks at
the post-contact phase of the collision event pipeline [49], pre-collision strategies
are also required for a safe operation around humans in shared workspaces [50].
A comprehensive dummy crash test-based assessment of human injury risks when
colliding with personal mobility devices and service robots was recently conducted
in [51]. Comparing the risks faced by different pedestrian categories, it was shown
that multiple serious injuries due to collisions could occur when the speeds exceed
a certain threshold. Additionally, severe head injuries from falling to the ground
after the initial impact were predicted from the secondary impact analysis. To
reduce the impact injury risks in both cases, the authors suggested using absorbent
materials or lowering the differential speed at impact as mitigation strategies.

A well-established injury analysis-based approach for addressing the safety
requirements for stationary manipulator arms at the pre-collision phase was previ-
ously proposed in [37]. For this injury biomechanics-based and impact data-driven
approach, the so-called Safe Motion Unit (SMU) is the core tool for controlling the
robot and some of the resulting dynamic collision parameters in a human-safe way.
This systematic scheme was recently extended and generalized as a unified safety
scheme for all floating-base robotic structures with branched manipulation extrem-
ities [27]. An abstraction of a generalized impact safety module is depicted in Fig. 2.

Ergonomics Typically, neurorehabilitation robots are programmed to interact
autonomously with patients under clinician oversight (i. e., occupational and phys-
ical therapist) oversight such that safe and proper treatment is ensured [52]. A
major advantage of robot-assisted therapeutic treatment is the opportunity for
accelerated patient recovery with frequency and duration of treatment being key
factors [53]. By precisely performing repetitive and mechanically power-consuming
tasks, the robot drives the patient through ergonomically favorable positions dur-
ing the whole training session. In contrast, any limitation of available degrees of
freedom (DOF) during the robotic therapy can lead to changes in muscle activation
patterns, negatively influencing its outcome [54].

Domestic or workplace ergonomics are addressed by performing risk assessments
and analyzing human comfort during task execution. For this, ergonomists con-
sider the worst posture achieved by taking measurements of the human’s posture,
either onsite or from video recordings. A comprehensive overview of the current
state-of-the-art ergonomic human-robot collaboration in industrial settings was
recently provided [55]. In their review, the authors not only investigated ergonomic
assessment methodologies and available monitoring technologies for adapting robot
control strategies online according to workers’ distress and needs, but they also
highlighted the most promising research themes and discussed state-of-the-art
limitations and standing challenges. The main challenges lie in the cost-effectiveness
of ergonomics monitoring, their comprehensive risk assessment methodologies,
and the needed level of expertise to implement and maintain them. To handle the
above issues, an ergonomically intelligent pHRI framework that includes smart and
autonomous posture estimation, postural ergonomics assessment, and postural op-
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Impact safety

Biomechanically-safe 
robot motions for any 
unintended collisions
with humans around

Nursing partner
Nurse/caretaker,
physiotherapist 
or personal trainer

Assistance interface
(for third-party users)
Assistive mode, functional mode, 
motion planning, real-time control, 
emergency braking,
etc.

Human body parts’ position 
and velocity (human pose)

Service robot
Health-care support, 
physical activities assistant, 
physical co-worker, 
rehabilitation 

Human user
Older adults/
patient needing 
support

Human coworker
Trained personnel 
(i.e. with common 
sense/respect for 
functional safety 
requirements) 

Industrial assistive robot
Robot coworker that share 
the same workspace and 
collaborate with humans  
on tasks in Intralogistics, 
manufacturing/assembly.

Pain/Injury 
biomechanics database

Supervisory control 
Warehouse management 
system (WMS)/
productivity target updates

Desired task

Velocity at POIs on robot 
(e.g., end-effector EE)

Reflected inertia  at POIs 

Biomechanically-safe 
robot task and motion 
plans/control actions 
(in real time)

Fig. 2. Impact safety layer. Relying on human pain and injury information, this layer
ensures that all physical robot-human contacts are biomechanically safe.

timization was proposed in [56]. Furthermore, to overcome practical problems and
risk assessment inaccuracies associated with commonly used discrete ergonomics
models in performing postural optimization, differentiable and continuous vari-
ants of the famous and scientifically validated RULA and REBA1 ergonomics
assessment models were learned via neural network regression [57]. As a result of
a comparative study on the employed models and state-of-the-art developments
for postural optimization in pHRI and teleoperation (cf. Tab. 1 in [57]), DULA
and DEBA2 models were proposed as alternative differential models for improving
both gradient-based and gradient-free posture optimizations.

By addressing static postural factors’ influence, actions’ repeatability, and
experts’ experience, ergonomic concepts are well-posed for high-level rapid task
planning [58]. A human-robot collaboration framework for improving ergonomic
aspects of the human co-worker during power tool operations was proposed in
[28]. Nonetheless, ergonomic methods fail to address the impact and magnitude
of larger forces and dynamic constraints in physical human-robot collaboration,
which are better captured through muscular-informed metrics [30]. Building from
existing literature, we propose a general abstraction for our ergonomics service
module, as depicted in Fig. 3.

1 R(UL/EB)A: Rapid (Upper Limb/Entire Body) Assessment
2 D(UL/EB)A: Differentiable (Upper Limb/Entire Body) Assessment
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Musculoskeletal safety 

Optimized robot 
motions and grasping 
poses for muscular 
support/rehabilitation 
exercises

Assistance interface
(for third-party users)
Cooperation mode,
interaction control,
ergonomics level,
muscle training,
etc.

Human joint configurations 
(human kinematics)

Feasible grasping/
contact points

Robot joint configurations 
(robot kinematics)

• Muscular activity estimation
• Task-Muscle-space mappingExchanged/

planned wrenches 
(forces/torques)

Human coworker
Operator needing 
to keep away from 
awkward postures 
and muscular 
support/comfort, 
to avoid 
musculoskeletal 
disorders

Industrial assistive robot
Physical co-worker for
posture correction support,
muscular activity support,
recommendations to increase 
the operator’s comfort

Human user
Older adults/
patient needing 
support

Nursing partner
Rehabilitation 
specialist/
physiotherapist 
or personal trainer

Service robot
Healthcare support, 
physical activities 
assistant, physical 
co-worker, 
rehabilitation 

Ergonomics

Scoring systems
(e.g. RULA, REBA, DULA, DEBA) 

Optimized robot motions and grasping 
pose for more ergonomic human joint 
configurations, avoiding muscle pain/ 
fatigue, joint overloading, and muscular 
discomfort while executing the task

Fig. 3. Ergonomics and musculoskeletal safety layers (combined). By optimizing the
robot motion plans, the ergonomics layer ensures avoiding less ergonomic human postures
during pHRI. On the other hand, by optimizing the robot motions and grasping poses, the
musculoskeletal safety layer ensures avoiding the user’s muscular discomfort/overloading
during pHRI.

Musculoskeletal safety In recent years, rehabilitation robotics has become
indispensable for providing patients suffering from nervous system injuries with
neurorehabilitation and movement therapy [59,60]. These injuries include for exam-
ple spinal cord injury, traumatic brain injury, or stroke. For a recent, comprehensive
systematic review on the effectiveness of robot-assisted rehabilitation techniques
for patients recovering from musculoskeletal injuries or neurologic impairments,
it is recommended that the reader consults [61].

The application of robotic technologies in rehabilitation has progressed over the
last few years. However, while the demand for medical rehabilitation services has
been rapidly increasing [62], the number of rehabilitation care providers continues
to decrease annually [63]. Robotic medical devices are helpful for musculoskeletal
therapy, where musculoskeletal symptoms such as myalgia, arthritis, postural
instability, and fatigue are common disorders [64]. These rehabilitation robots
support regaining and improving the functional status, coordination, and inde-
pendence of older adults [65]. For instance, robot-aided locomotive treatment for
stroke survivors and individuals coping with other neurologic impairments such
as multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, and spinal cord injury may involve either
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stationary, motion-based robots or exoskeletons [66]. Moreover, it was observed
that impairments resulting from those diseases are becoming increasingly worrying
for people under the age of 65 [67]. Besides walking-aid, typical daily-life activities
where older adults or people with locomotive disorders need physical support
during the Sit-to-Stand and the Stand-to-Sit transitional movements [68].

Regarding industrial settings, a novel control approach was proposed in [69] to
alert and reduce a human partner’s static joint torque overloading and consequent
injury risks while executing shared tasks with a robot. An online optimization tech-
nique was employed for adjusting the robot trajectories to achieve more ergonomic
human body poses, considering their stability, different workspaces (of robot and hu-
man), and task constraints. Furthermore, the problem of planning a robot configura-
tion and shared object grasp during forceful human-robot collaboration is addressed
in [29]. The proposed comfort planning framework aims to identify optimal robot
configurations for jointly manipulating objects. This involves positioning the object
in a way that minimizes the muscular effort exerted by the human and tailoring their
collaborative actions accordingly. Additionally, the framework ensures the stability
of the robot coworker during physical interaction. It enables the robot to shape
human kinematics and musculoskeletal response while being agnostic to muscular
activity estimation paradigms. Building from existing literature, we propose a gen-
eral abstraction for our musculoskeletal safety service module, as depicted in Fig. 3.

Perceived safety Although extensive research work has been carried out on phys-
ical safety in HRI scenarios, considerations of humans’ expectations and affective
state are often overlooked. In dynamic co-manipulation tasks, the robot may need to
achieve higher velocities even when humans are present. To address the psychologi-
cal safety of humans working in proximity to or directly with robots, an experimental
setup was devised to examine the influence of robot velocity and robot-human
distance on involuntary motion occurrence (IMO) caused by startle or surprise [12].
The relative frequency of IMO served as an indicator of potentially unsafe psycho-
logical situations for humans. The findings from these experiments were utilized
to develop the Expectable Motion Unit (EMU) framework. The EMU ensures
that IMO remains within a customizable probability range in typical HRI settings,
thereby preserving psychological safety. This EMU is integrated into a comprehen-
sive safety framework that combines psychological safety insights with the physical
safety algorithmof the SafeMotionUnit (SMU). In a subsequent study, the efficiency
of this psychologically-based safety approach in HRI was further enhanced by simul-
taneously optimizing both the Cartesian path and speed using Model Predictive
Control (MPC) such that the time taken to reach the target pose is minimized [70].

To investigate the impact of robot motion and individual characteristics on users’
perceived safety in HRI, a study was conducted involving human participants [71].
The objective was to determine whether significant effects of human factors could
be observed on IMO. The results of the study revealed that direct human factors
such as gender, age, profession, intention, technology anxiety, or curiosity to use
did not significantly influence the occurrence of IMO. However, a noteworthy ha-
bituation effect was observed, indicating that participants became accustomed to
the robot’s motions quickly. In the rather young subject sample which participated
in the study of [72], only habituation showed a significant impact. Overall, those
studies shed light on the interplay between robot motion, personal traits, and
users’ perceived safety in HRI, highlighting the importance of habituation and
experimental design considerations. In [73], perceived safety in HRI for fixed-path
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and real-time motion planning algorithms was investigated based on arbitrary,
physiological vital signs such as heart rate. The results emphasized that perceived
safety is positively affected by habituation during the experiment and unaffected
by previous experience. A comprehensive discussion for increased perceived safety
in HRI has been recently given in [33], where the following guidelines are listed
– Instead of seeking for the space of perceived safety, more focus should be put on

objective metrics analysing a lack of perceived safety as significant indications
for robot control schemes are mainly measurable under unsafe conditions;

– Regarding objective and subjective measures, robot-related and human-related
factors should be treated together since the HRI process is bidirectional;

– The key influencing factors of perceived safety that should be considered in de-
signing safe HRI are identified as comfort, experience/familiarity, predictability,
sense of control, transparency, and trust;

– The consequences of robot-related factors, see for example [25], should not
result in discomfort, lack of control, and user distrust, whereas the robot
behaviours should be familiar, predictable, and transparent;

– Besides the interrelationship between the factors, individual human charac-
teristics as well as emotional and physiological reactions should be considered
for a better understanding of the source of safety perception.

Acceptance To improve industrial production tasks such as assembly, manufac-
turing, and intralogistics, human-robot collaboration (HRC) is instrumental. Even
though there are apparent benefits of using robots in industrial workplaces, several
barriers limit employing collaborative robots in the industry. These are not only
related to strict safety regulations for physical human-robot collaboration (being
the key show stopper for the investment from the employers’ point of view), but also
the workers’ acceptance is crucial. In [74], the main factors influencing the workers’
acceptance of HRC are examined. In [75], the authors hypothesized that giving
human workers partial decision-making authority over a task allocation process
for work scheduling maximizes both team efficiency and the desire of human team
members to work with semi-autonomous robotic counterparts. Their experimental
results indicated that workers prefer to be part of an efficient team rather than have
a role in the scheduling process if maintaining such a role decreases their efficiency.

Acceptance is also a crucial factor for utilizing the potential of service robotics
in facilitating domestic tasks, including required safety-critical measures. Moreover,
meeting user expectations is essential for fostering trust between the human and the
robot [76,77]. For instance, accepting an assistive robot to operate on-site in close
physical interaction for medical examinations requires patient trust towards the
robot. On the other hand, for human-in-the-loop (HIL) telemedicine, the presence of
a human expert that remotely operates the robot can help the person trust the robot
more and accept even its risky motions to perform the task. In [31], a service robot
was used to understand which outpatient-care tasks may be accepted by the subjects
depending on their socio-demographics, beliefs, and level of robot autonomy.

Personalization Assistive robotics aims at providing users with continuous
support and personalized assistance through appropriate interactions. Besides
observing and understanding the changes in the environment to react promptly
and behave appropriately, an intelligent assistive robot should be easy to handle,
intuitive to use, ergonomic, and adaptive to human habits, individual usage pro-
files, and preferences. A personalized adaptive stiffness controller for pHRI tasks
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calibrated for the user’s force profile was proposed for industrial applications in [78].
Its performance was validated in an extensive user study with multiple participants
on two different tasks against a standard fixed controller. The results showed that
the personalized approach was better regarding both performance gain and user
preference, clearly pointing out the importance of considering both task-specific
and human-specific parameters while designing control modes for pHRI. Further-
more, analyzing users’ interaction force profiles, it was further confirmed that
human and task parameters could be combined and quantified by considering the
manipulability of a simplified human arm model. In [79], a collaborative robotic
system that is capable of assisting a human worker despite limited manipulation
capabilities, incomplete task model, and partial environment observability was
proposed. To achieve that, information from a high-level, hierarchical model is
shared between the human and the robot, enabling transparent synchronization
between the peers and mutual understanding of each other’s plans.

A socially assistive robotic system that can provide affordable personalized
physical and cognitive assistance, motivation, and companionship with adaptable
behaviour to its human user profile was first proposed in [32]. In subsequent work
[80], a fuzzy-based methodology was employed to investigate how matching the
human and the robot personalities can influence their interaction. Furthermore,
robot head-arm metaphoric gestures were generated automatically under different
emotional states based on the prosodic cues of the interacting human. In [81],
a novel cognitive approach that integrates ontology-based knowledge reasoning,
automated planning, and execution technologies was recently proposed to endow
assistive robots with intelligent features for performing personalized assistive tasks.
These features include reasoning at different levels of abstraction, understanding
specific health-related needs, and the ability to autonomously decide on how to act.

3.2 Additional middle-ware safety considerations
To adequately address the human diversity related to both safety and security,
some customization and individualization are necessary. In terms of physical safety,
for instance, investigations on scaling issues (age and gender effects on material
properties) and statistical methods have been conducted, see, e.g., [41,44,43], for es-
timating the human injury risk curves, using various anthropomorphic test devices
(ATDs) and mathematical models of the human body [42]. International anthropo-
metric data for the workplace and machinery design can be found in, e. g. [82], and
the corresponding technical report [83]. On the other hand, employing physiological
measurements to perform online assessment of operators’ mental states is crucial in
HRI. To progress towards interactive robotic systems that would dynamically adapt
to operators’ affective states, in [84] operator’s recorded physiological data streams
were analyzed to assess the engagement during HRI and the impact of the robot’s op-
erative mode (autonomous versus manual). Furthermore, a software framework that
is compatible with both laboratory and consumer-grade sensors, while it includes
essential tools and processing algorithms for affective state estimation, was recently
proposed in [85] to support real-time integration of physiological adaptation in HRI.

4 Safety-as-a-Service: Implementation Prospects

The schematics shown in Fig. 4 demonstrate our proposed concept of providing
different safety services upon request at different stages of the graceful task exe-
cution pipeline. The latter is obtained by redesigning motion controllers, motion
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planners, and task planners of the user-defined collaborative robotic task execution
pipeline. The aim is to satisfy the reactivity and adaptivity requirements imposed
by the safety layers for a GS behaviour. Furthermore, the functionality of each
safety layer is encoded as an on-demand service. In contrast, critical safety aspects
are ensured via persistent (i. e., always on) services such as emergency braking or
safe fault recovery operation modes.

                                       HRI safety services 
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Reactive & 
Adaptable

Task Planner

Reactive & 
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Motion Planner
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Motion Controller
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Safety watchdog
(persistent service)

Impact safety

Musculoskeletal safety

Ergonomics

Perceived safety

Acceptance

Personalization

• Safety certificates     • Safety suggestions
• Modifications due to safety

• Safe control actions
• Safe braking/reflexes

• Safe motion plans
• Suggested safer 
plans

• Emergency stops
• Fail-safe recovery

SERVICE
REQUEST

SERVICE
REQUEST

SERVICE
REQUEST

Fig. 4. Safety-as-a-service concept for GS-HRI.

To implement various safety services, the so-called generalized Safe Motion Unit
(gSMU) framework can be adopted as the underlying safety-certifiable scheme for
providing biomechanically-safe robot motions [27], with the possibility to include
additional robot payload [86] and predictable braking strategies [87]. Simultaneous
consideration of human factors, especially experience with robots/habituation,
which potentially influences the humans’ perceived safety for varying robot factors
[71], can be achieved by including them in the EMU-SMU framework [37,12], see
Fig. 5.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This work presented an integrated multi-layered architecture to simultaneously
tackle safety issues as well as gracefulness requirements of human-friendly robots in
HRI scenarios. Based on a focused literature review, we identified various physical
and cognitive HRI safety layers and emphasized notable studies discussing each and
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Fig. 5. Including human factors in the EMU-SMU safe HRI framework [12,71].

their corresponding findings. Furthermore, we suggested the safety-as-a-service
concept for formalizing how to address the requirements of each HRI safety aspect
concurrently while adapting the collaborative task execution pipeline for graceful
robot task execution. Then, we discussed an example that shows some promising
integration work along the suggested direction.

For future research and developmental work, we will detail some crucial architec-
tural aspects such as prioritization of safety features that generate service requests,
smooth switching and management of multiple ones concurrently, hierarchical rules
needed to handle conflicts that may arise at the output level from different layers,
as well as elaboration of the middleware considerations. We also plan to study the
possibility of extending the safety assessment methodology proposed in [9] to cover
the cognitive aspects, such that it can be employed for formal verification of the
proposed multi-layered HRI safety architecture. Moreover, a comprehensive user
study in industrial and service robot settings with a heterogeneous subject sample
(including a broad range of persons with different experiences, ages, and genders)
is required. Further, as users are able to adjust their expectations of the robot’s
behaviour quickly (habituation), possible efficiency enhancements of the human-
robot teams are feasible. Also, the effect of unfulfilled expectations on following
interactions needs to be analyzed by means of subjective and objective measures.
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